Fine Homebuilding
Do the math on a
calculator so that you
can concentrate on
getting the rafters right
BY RICK ARNOLD

raming a complex roof is one of
the trickiest parts of home building. But it doesn’t have to be. If
you begin with accurate, as-built
measurements and use a construction calculator to do the math, you can cut all of the
rafters for most roofs on the ground in just
one shot.
This roof valley is a perfect example. To understand the concept and how all the pieces
are laid out and cut, I picture the roof twodimensionally, in plan view (drawing facing
page). Then I use a construction calculator to
find the correct length of each rafter.
To get started, I need to know only two
things. The first is the pitch of the roof. On
this project, the roof is a 12 pitch, or 12-in-12.
The second thing that I need to know is the
total run of the common rafters (drawing facing page).
As a house is framed, measurements can
vary slightly from the design, so I disregard
the plans when finding the run of the common rafters, and instead take my own mea-
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THE VALLEY RAFTER IS THE DIAGONAL
WHERE INTERSECTING ROOFS MEET
Valley rafter connects the
ridge intersection and the
intersection of the walls.

Jack rafters connect
the ridges and the
valley rafter.

Common rafters
connect the ridge and the
top plate.

With a regular valley, where the walls
meet at right angles and the roof
pitches are the same, the valley rafter
intersects the building diagonally at 45°;
hence, the jack rafters intersecting the
valley require a 45° bevel cut. The plan
view makes it clear that the run of the
valley rafter is longer than the run of
the common rafters.

Ridge board

Common rafter

Ridge board
Jack rafters

On-center
spacing: 16 in.

Top plate
Rafter tail
Top plate

Rafter tail
Valley rafter
LVL ridge board = 13⁄4 in.

1
Pitch of valley rafter is 12-in-17.

Half of ridge
thickness = 7⁄8 in.

Pitch of common rafter is 12-in-12.

DETERMINE THE RISE,
RUN, AND PITCH

Because the run of the valley rafter is longer
than the run of the common rafters, but the
rise is the same, the pitch of the valley rafter
changes from 12-in-12 to 12-in-17 in this case.
The common rafter run is always 12 in.
12

The run of a regular valley rafter
is always 17 in. (the hypotenuse
of a right triangle with
12-in. legs).

Pitch
Rise

Rise

Run
12

Run

12 ft. 1⁄2 in.
24 ft. 1 in.

17

The run of the common rafters is equal to half
the width of the house. But because the
rafters are nailed to the face of the ridge
board, and the ridge board bisects the house,
half the thickness of the ridge is subtracted
from the run.

Find the run of the common rafters
12 ft. 1⁄2 in. (half building width) – 7⁄8 in. (half of
ridge thickness) = 11 ft. 115⁄8 in. (run of
common rafters)

Drawings this page: Chuck Lockhart
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Double-bevel
plumb cut

Plumb cut
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The valley rafter has a different pitch

The run of the valley rafter is longer than the run of the common
rafters, so it takes 17 in. of run for the valley rafter to rise the same distance that the common rafters rise in 12 in. Therefore, the pitch of the
valley rafter is 12-in-17.
The first cut that I make on both the common rafters and the valley
rafter is the plumb cut, where the rafter will meet the ridge board. On
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surements. I measure the width of the building first, including the
sheathing. The run of the common rafters is equal to half of this measurement, less half the thickness of the ridge board. Once I have the
run of the common rafters, I use the calculator to find the lengths of
all the rafters (see examples above and facing page).

Make a plumb cut that
reflects the 12-in-12 pitch of
the roof on one end of the
rafter. Then measure the
length (see calculation below)
from the long point of the
plumb cut, and mark a plumb
line to locate the heel cut of
the bird’s mouth. The seat cut
is perpendicular to the heel cut
and equal to the width of the
top plate and sheathing.
The overhang, taken from
the blueprints, is measured
perpendicular to the
heel cut.
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A construction calculator
simplifies the math associated with building and carpentry projects. It allows
users to work in feet and
inches, and has keys labeled
with common building
terms such as rise and run,
and the names of framing
members, such as valley
rafter and jack rafter, rather
than mathematical terms.
Follow the examples
throughout the article to
see how a calculator is used
to frame a valley roof. Construction calculators are
available at most hardware
stores, or from Calculated
Industries (800-854-8075;
www.calculated.com).
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THE COMMON RAFTERS
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WHY USE A
CONSTRUCTION
C A L C U L AT O R ?
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Find the length of the common rafter
Enter: 11 Feet 11 Inch 5⁄8
Press: Run
Enter: 12 Inch
Press: Pitch
Press: Diag
Result: 16 ft. 111⁄8 in. (length of common rafter)

the common rafters, the plumb cut is marked with a framing square
for a 12-in-12 pitch (45°) and cut square (i.e., no bevel) (drawing above).
The valley rafter is marked for a 12-in-17 pitch and then cut with a
double bevel to fit into the ridge intersection (top photos, facing page).
Because most framing lumber is not perfectly straight, I check each
piece and mark the crown before I start cutting the lumber into rafters.
Keeping all of the crowns pointing up prevents waves from marring
the finished roof.
The valley’s bird’s mouth and tail are a little tricky

The key to cutting the tail end of the valley rafter is to make sure it
will work with the common rafters to form the plane of the roof, soffit, and fascia (bottom drawing, facing page). Therefore, the layout of
Drawings: Toby Welles/Design Core

A quick way to make the
double-bevel plumb cut
Mark two plumb lines the same distance
apart as the thickness of the valley rafter.
Set the saw to 45° and
make the first cut so
that the outside line
becomes the long point.
Cut the inside line in
the other direction but
with the same bevel.
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L AY O U T
T H E VA L L E Y R A F T E R

The plumb cut on the valley rafter, also called the ridge
cut, is marked for the 12-in-17 pitch of the valley rafter
and cut with a double bevel to fit into the intersection of
two ridge boards (see above). Starting with the length of
the common rafters, find the length of the valley rafter
on the construction calculator (see below).
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Find the length of the valley rafter
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Enter: 11 Feet 11 Inch 5⁄8
Press: Run
Enter: 12 Inch
Press: Pitch
Press: Diag
Result: 16 ft. 111⁄8 in. (length of common rafter)
Press: Hip/V
Result: 20 ft. 83⁄4 in. (length of valley rafter)

Height above plate (HAP)

Height above plate (HAP)
from common rafter

The seat cut and the heel cut are
known collectively as the bird’s mouth.

Heel cut moved 7⁄8 in.
to clear wall intersection

Top plate
Heel cut
Overhang

Seat cut

Plumb cut for fascia

Level cut
for soffit
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L AY O U T B I R D ’ S M O U T H
A N D R A F T E R TA I L

The valley rafter is measured and marked with a
plumb line for the heel cut. The seat cut is located
along the heel-cut line so that the height above
plate is consistent with the common rafter. The heel
cut is moved half the thickness of the valley rafter
(7⁄8 in.) so that it fits into the intersection of the top
plates. The end of the rafter gets a beveled plumb
cut for the fascia and a level cut for the soffit. The
overhang of the valley rafter is calculated as the
diagonal of the common-rafter overhang.

Beveled fascia cut

Find the length
of the valley overhang
Enter: 10 Inch 1⁄2 (length
of the common overhang)
Press: Run
Enter: 45
Press: Pitch (diagonal
angle of the valley rafter,
not the pitch of the roof)
Press: Diag
Result: 147⁄8 in.
(overhang measurement
for valley rafter)

Soffit cut

Bevel the
valley rafter’s
tail
Cutting a 45°
bevel on the tail
of the valley
rafter creates a
place to nail the
intersecting
fascia boards.

Overhang
Fascia
Top plate

Square plumb cut
for ridge
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CUT JACK RAFTERS
I N PA I R S

JA

Beveled cheek cut

C

Both cuts on the jack rafters are marked plumb
for the 12-in-12 pitch of the roof, but the cheek
cut, where the jack rafter meets the valley rafter,
is beveled 45°. The length of the jack rafters
given by the calculator is the theoretical length
measured to the center of the valley rafter, so
the jacks need to be shortened. To calculate the
theoretical lengths of the jack rafters from
shortest to longest, use the on-center spacing
(16 in., 32 in., etc.) as the run. Then subtract half
the diagonal thickness of the valley rafter to get
the actual length.
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Find the length of the jack rafters
Actual length

Theoretical length
Enter: 12 Inch
Press: Pitch
Enter: 16 Inch (32, 48,
etc., for subsequent
rafters)
Press: Run
Press: Diag
Result: 22 5⁄8 in.
Press: Feet
Result: 1 ft. 105⁄8 in.
(theoretical length)

Step 1: Use half the valley-rafter thickness as the run to figure out how
much the jack rafters need to be shortened. Step 2: Adjust for roof pitch.

Step 1

Enter: 7⁄8 Inch
Press: Run
Enter: 45
Press: Pitch
Press: Diag
Result: 11⁄4 in.
Press: Clear

Enter: 11⁄4 Inch
Step 2
Press: Run
Enter: 12 Inch
Press: Pitch
Press: Diag
Result: 13⁄4 in. (length to subtract from theoretical length
of each jack rafter to get actual length)
Actual length: 1 ft. 105⁄8 in. – 13⁄4 in. = 1 ft. 87⁄8 in.

the common rafters acts as a starting point. On both the common and
valley rafters, I measure the length along the top of the rafter and mark
a plumb line. To form the bird’s mouth—a triangular shape cut in the
bottom of the valley rafter where it sits on the top plate—I mark a line
for the seat cut, perpendicular to the heel cut. On the common rafters,
the seat cut is the same length as the top plate and sheathing. On the
valley rafter, the seat cut is located to maintain the same height above
plate (HAP) as the common rafters (drawing p. 57).
In a perfect world, the heel cut on the valley rafter would mimic the
ridge cut and form a point that fits into the intersection of the top plates.
However, with a single-member valley rafter, I don’t bother with this
cut. (Valley rafters are structural members of the roof, so sometimes
they are doubled up. Consult an engineer if you are unsure how to size
a valley rafter.) Instead, I simply extend the heel cut so that its sides fit
snugly against the sheathing. To form a consistent plane for the soffit
and fascia, the length of the overhang on the valley rafter is adjusted so
that the tail projects the same distance from the house as the tail of
the common rafters. To align the tail of the valley rafter with the tail
of the common rafters, I simply extend the overhang half the thick58
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ness of the valley rafter and then cut the tail with a 45º bevel (drawing p. 57).
Jack rafters are beveled to meet the valley rafter

The tops of the jack rafters are marked and cut identical to the common rafters, but the bottoms have a 45° beveled, or cheek, cut that fits
against the diagonal valley rafter. For each length of the jack rafters,
I cut two rafters with opposing bevels on the cheek cut (drawing
above). I use the first jack rafter as a pattern to mark another one the
same length (photo above). But when I cut the cheek on the second
rafter, I cut in the opposite direction, reversing the bevel.
Keep the valley rafter straight during installation

With the ridges in place, the valley rafter is nailed into position. It is important to double-check the HAP with the valley rafter in position. If the
HAP is short, it may be possible to adjust it with a shim between the top
plate and seat cut. If it is long, the seat cut will have to be adjusted. The
valley rafter then is nailed into the ridge intersection and into the top plate.
To straighten out the valley rafter and keep it straight, I first install a
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L AY O U T
JACK-RAFTER
S PA C I N G
The key to laying out the jack
rafters along the ridge boards is
to begin the layout at the center
of their intersection. On the valley
rafter, the on-center spacing
needs to be adjusted for pitch.
Use 16-in. o.c. spacing as the run
to do the calculations (see below).

Find jack-rafter spacing
Enter: 16 Inch
Press: Run
Enter: 12 Inch
Press: Pitch
Press: Hip/V
Result: 2711⁄16 in. (This
measurement is the location
of the first jack rafter,
measured from the
intersection of the ridges, and
it’s the on-center spacing for
subsequent jacks.)

Install the jacks high.
Raise the jack rafters
above the edge of the
valley rafter so that
the roof sheathing will
meet in the middle. A
scrap of wood makes
an ideal gauge to
make sure each jack is
installed the same.

pair of jack rafters about halfway down the valley (photo facing page).
If there is more than one valley, I install jack rafters at the midpoint
of all the valleys to avoid creating uneven pressure that could throw
the ridge boards and valley rafters out of alignment.
I nail the tops of the jack rafters to the ridge board first, holding the
bottoms in position along the valley rafter. When I nail the bottoms, I
hold the top edge of the cheek cut above the top edge of the valley
rafter (inset photo above). The tops of the jack rafters must be higher
than the top of the valley rafter so that the plywood sheathing meets
in the middle of the valley, preventing a flat spot in the valley.
To figure out how high to hold the jack rafter, I put a straightedge
on the top of the jack rafter and adjust it until the straightedge hits in

the center of the valley rafter. Then I nail the jack in place and measure its height above the valley rafter. Once the first jack rafter is installed, I make a gauge the same thickness as the height difference and
use it for the rest of the jacks. I install the rest of the jack rafters from
the bottom of the valley. Working from the bottom allows me to create a ladder with the jacks, which I can climb as I install consecutively higher rafters. The work’s not over yet, though. Shingling a valley
also can be a brain teaser. Visit www.finehomebuilding.com to read
“Four Ways to Shingle a Valley.”

Fine Homebuilding contributing editor Rick Arnold is a builder
in Wickford, R.I. Photos by Brian Pontolilo.
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